Addendum to the Signature Page to the Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility Part B Permit.

As of July 1, 2013, the Signature Page to the Tooele Chemical Agent Disposal Facility (TOCDF) Part B Permit is revised to reflect a change in ownership of the Deseret Chemical Depot. This addendum is created in accordance with permit modification request TOCDF-OWNERCHANGE-01(WA)-1321, Division tracking number 2013-004201. This modification request was submitted by the TOCDF to inform the Division of the change.

The permit is transferred to the United States Department of the Army, Tooele Army Depot South as Facility Owner and Co-Permittee. The Chemical Materials Activity will remain a Co-Permittee, Co-Operator with EG&G Defense Materials, Inc. Throughout the permit all three will be referred to as Permittee or Permittees.

The issue date of May 3, 2004 does not change due to the transfer of ownership.